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LSD prophet comingto BSU
Timothy Leary says humans will migrate to space
:~;::~.
, -'.,.',
by Brian Mason
The University News
TIMOTHY LEARY, WHOSEviewson drugs, religion and drop-ping out attracted a large, , following during the 1960s,•will speak Sept. 28 ,IS p.m, i
the SUB Ballroom. Cost for students is
$2.50.
BSU's Student Programs Board spent
almost its entire $5,800 semester budget
bringing Leary to BSU, according to SPB
Lectures Director Nancy Frederick. Freder-
ick refused to disclose the fee provided
Leary.
Born in 1920, Leary dropped out of Holy
Cross College at age 19, and West Point
Military Academy at 20,. the latter for
frequent rule violations. He earned a
"master's degree in psychology at Washing-
ton State University, and a doctorate at the
University of California at Berkeley four
years later in 1950. However, he soon
found his work stifling and robot-like.
Opting for international wandering,
Leary drew the short straw by contracting
gonorrhea from a Spanish prostitute.
Immobilized by swollen limbs and tempo-
rarily blinded by the disease, Leary had
what he describes-as, "the first of over 400
re-birth experiences."
Shortly thereafter in 1960, Harvard
University psychologist David McClelland
suggested hiring Leary to "help shake
things up." While a lecturer at Harvard,
Leary was introduced to hallucinogenic '
"m4shr_Q~qls,Jt .":':,8f .••Jn_..l1is worfls!. ~'~he
-deepest religiousexpenence of my Iife. /
He immediately began touting the won-
ders of "psychede!ic" drugs as a cure for
mental disorders, prison recidivism and
"the meaning of life."
A year later, the flames of his enthusiasm
were fanned by his 'discovery' of LSD, one
hundred times stronger than the "sacred
mushrooms. "
Claiming that LSD could put users in
touch with primordial knowledge, Leary
began recruiting volunteers among his
colleagues, graduate students and teaching
assistants to try the drug. "Anyone who
wanted to take the voyage could come
along," he said. Within a year, LSD trips
had become trendy for college students.
Leary and his associates were not only
gaining popularity, they were forming
drug-use hypotheses that were being chal-
lenged. But official opposition was forming
atfhe same tlme.vcentering around two
major charges:
• That Leary had lost any scientific
objectivity with which, he might have
started. .
• That the use of students in his
experiments was unethical. ,.
The experiments ended when Leary and
his co-worker, Richard Alpert, were fired
from Harvard in 1963.
III thtslssit~...
Kurt VOnnegiii, Jr:'; author of SlaiJghter~
"hoUSe Five to speak'at CCif);' See p\lge7."
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Leary lectures about the posslbllitles of space travel and extra-terrestrial intelligence.
society was racing towards revolution,
Leary began predicting the use of "LSD in
all classrooms as a teaching aid, " the
"orthodoxy of LSD," and the existence of
a "potcsmoking Supreme Court-van LSD
president .. " Leary's fame seemed to reach
it's height with the appearance of bright
buttons stating "Leary.is God." Those and
other similar statements fueled Leary's
popularity.
Many people, however, still wanted to
take those drugs, according to Leary. So,
he moved to Millbrook, N.Y., and opened
a privately financed "research center."
The LSD "Church"
The spiritual dimension of the drug
experience Leary was pushing gained
greater significance in 1965 when Leary
converted to Hinduism.
"I consider my work basically reli-
gious," Leary said, "because it has as its
goal the ... discovery of the 'divine'." After
. police raided Millbrook and busted four
people for possession of LSD, he founded
the League for Spiritual Discovery (LSD) as
a religious movement and asked for
constitutional .freedom to take LSD as a
sacrament. '
Though the request was denied, Leary
spoke across the country on the "LSD
pathway to divinity" which included daily
doses ofmarijuana and weekly acid trips.
Leary was convicted of smuggling and
drug possession, however; and sentenced in
1970 to two consecutive lO-year prison
terms. The year before the wssession
charge, the parents of a young man who
had commited suicide.while under the
influence of LSD brought a $600,000,
lawsuit against Leary. '
Leary's third wife, Rosemary, broke him
out of prison with the help of jhe Weather ,
" Underground group. Leary then fled to
Algeria, .hung around with then-exiled
black-power advocate Eldridge Cleaver.
, .And eventually was arrested again. in
"Afghanistan .. He was' finally released from
prison in 1976.. . " '
Since then,' he' has been writing and
lecturing,a litUeabout his. past, an'da lot,
about his philosophy. " .
'Bolstered ·by his .coilvictionthat - the:
"air-conditioned anthill" of Ameri\=an .
Leary speaks out
In a July interview with USA Today,
Leary said, "The problem (with marijuana
and LSD) is you can't get pure stuff. So I
tell everyone not to use street drugs,
because you don't know what you're
getting ... there will be better drugs."
"Within ten years, all drugs will be
legalized and made, available by pre-
scription ... heroin should be under prescrip-
.tion ... we've got to eliminate the $90 billion
gangster drug trade ... "
Besides his stand on drugs; Leary agitates
many parents by advising students to drop
out of school. "all of our schools are paid
for by middle-aged parents who want their
children to become robots like them. Drop -
out of school, because schools' education
today is the worst narcotic of all," he has
said.
Ideas about the equality of man also
come into Leary's sights.
"It's no derogation to say that we're not
all born equal •. .but are actually born
pre-designed to perform specific functions
that are needed to keep an enormous gene
'pool moving into the future.' '
Lci:li'ygives further meaning to DNA, the
chemical building blocks of life. "DNA
was probably originated by and designed to
return toextra.terr~trial ' intelligence ...
See LEARY on page 5
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"THE.MOST THRILLING AND DEMANDING OUTDOOR'
GAME EVERTO SWEEPTHE COUNTRY·!
The SURVIVAL GAME
GAME
f-,."
You're In a patch of heavy woods, bad terrain and
headed for the last flag station. Your palms are
sweating as you move ten steps and walt, listening,
watching for movement. Suddenly you glimpse the
red flags teung on a tree fifty yards away. Should
you charge the station and take your chances on
being ambushed? Or crawl In and lose 'faluable
time? You hear the snap, of a twig behind you.
There's a shot and a paint-filled pellet bursts oil a
tree six Inches from your face. You spin, fall Into
prone and spot him running for cover. You squeeze
off a shot from your Nelspot 007 pistol and see the
paint pellet splatter the center of his back. He's
out. He's eliminated. He's dead. You roll 'and hit
your feet running, your heart In' your throat. You
grab the red flag In full stride and as you run lor
home base you realize you've made it. You've won.
You've survived. '
Games are now being played In the Boise area, For
more Information, call or write: '
EAGLE EYE·INC.
."" -'" 8mf370 -... -
EAGLE, IDAHO 83616 939-0666
Enter our Rack-to-School Contest by November 1, 1983 and
you'll have a chance to win your very own Gieger Classic
Jacket. Prizes will be awarded tothe best entry from each
College or University.
Choose from 2 categories:
.;.1. Describe your thoughts on experi-
ences with the benefits and advan-
tages of a GEIGER CLASSIC, or
2, Compose a newspaper or radio adver-
tisement which highlights the advan-
tages and benefits of a· GEIGER
CLASSIC.
Fill out an entry form today at
Clothes Collection
1508 North 13th
GEIGER OF AUSTRIA INC,
Pond Lane
Middlebury, Vermont 05753~0728
1-800-633-4100
GEIGEFilA the original
2 The UniversityNewsWednesday',Septel11ber 21, 1983
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CRbATIVe
CRACKS!
Whatever you say,
we'll relay,
most any way,
without delay!
* SINGING TELEGRAMS,
* PERSONALIZED MESSAGES •
....ANONYMOUS INSULTS.
* CAKE JUMPERS.
* GIFTS,
* FLOWERS,* SPECIALTY ACTS.
* BELLY DANGERS, ETC.
We'll do almost anything ...
Don't feel ziplipped-we're equipped!
$5.00 off with this
COUPON
thru October.
-----------
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~ d3': )..7785
1983-84 Films Committee
385-1223
7:00 p.rn, SUB Ada Lounge
[?C£.XW'~[?OOUD))~[?n®~
su
short,
mitt: . ,';'fa,ll'WJ, ,
biJsineSs/fint¥tce,'dance,\
,activjti~c~nte~ ahd 1i9tJl9U J, '~'
',Classes,.··offered'ar~, finaner
. intenlli~ioIlalfoIKdan:dng{llr ,
workshop,tross-country skiinglllldicc'Y
cream'making.:,. ' ':..'.•.•.'..·,.·~,<>;<',i:i
',.',.,Registratioll' forms are in the back of the~!
short course', catalog'{ayailliblein'theSO}it
and at 'many local businesses"in ,townaftet:
Oct." r.Cataiogs also, can be maiJedto;' ,
interested persons. '.. " ,'"
Registration starts-on Monday, Oct. 3:'
and continues until the classes begin (m,'
Monday, Oct. 17. Fees for the courses are:
$t~'ller'<class plus a nOiH.efundable $3
registration fee. The courses are opento the
pUblic., "'.' '" '. " ' ," .; •.'
, F'0rmore information, call385-1551~''
, The new, simplijied;'procedur~for
droppingoi lidding courses.'is: Pick"up'a'
, drop/add form,filT in'the cour.senumbtits,
, ',and have the instrUctor of the,c.ouiSesil¢.:it:,
IfYou'retaking more than"S credit hourS,
have YQuadvisorsignit. Havethelieil(t(s)
of the department(s):involved"sigil ,jhe'
fo'rm~-anywhere will'do}'ltS 'is' "
oxi,fue .forms' presently I '
, ment,head&;;';and trim it
'tlfficebyOct~~ '
<,will, be ,requii'ecJ.
J
~
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Student unearths giant fossil
A "once in a lifetime" geological find, a
fossilized relative of the pearly nautilus, has
been made by a BSU student.
Dave Schwarz, a senior in geology, was
on a paleontology class field trip Sept. 11
near Montpelier when he discovered the
spiral fossil shell. It's not 'the type of
specimen, but the size that is unusual.
Claude Spinosa, BSU geology and geo-
physics department chairman" said the
ammonoid probably is five times bigger
than any other specimen unearthed.
"I've never seen anything like this
before, anywhere," Spinosa said. "It's of
museum quality ... a once in a lifetime
find."
"My guess is that it's only one that'
will ever be found ofthis slze." When alive,
in the Permian Period 270 million years
"ago, the fossil had a "paper-thin shell, like
a balloon." Arid, "the larger they get; the
more fragile they become," he said. So, it's
quite remarkable that the fossil was found
almost intact. All details of shell morph-
ology are preserved.
Spinosa explained that during the Per-
mian Period, Idaho was covered by sea
water. In the eastern part of the state, and
into Wyoming; Utah and Montana, were
shallow seas" less than 600 feet deep. In the
central and western sections of Idaho were
deeper, colder waters which were carried
upward by currents.
When the colder waters reached the more
shallow, warmer water, phosphate was
deposited, and some animals, such as the
giant ammonoid, giant sharks, clams, fish-
and snails were buried and fossilized. These
phosphate-rich deposits now are called the
Phosphoria Formation.
The specimen was found in such a
formation. Spinosa said the ammonoid was
"similar in character to faunas that come
from Sicily, Western Texas and the Ural
Mountains in the U.S.S.R."
The scientific significance, other than the
size, is that ammonoids are used to
correlate different geological rocks in,
different locations in the world. For
instance, Schwarz said, a petroleum com-
pany might want. to compare the geologic
composition or age of an area in which it
found oil to another area of similar
composition. Fossils and ammonoids
specifically are useful for such compar-
isons.
Schwarz said he hopes to write a paper
Dave Schwan, a senior geology major, examinles his "museum quality" ammonoid, which
his department chairman says may be the biggest ever unearthed. Photo by Chuck Scheer.
for the Idaho Academy of Science's annual I biostratigraphy, or soft rock geology,in
meeting this .winter describing his geo- graduate school. He is the son of Ernest
logical "oddity." He plans to study .and Marie Schwarz of Emmett.
ASBSU senate adopts changes
voter turnout than die general election did.
"Sometimes, the campaigns would drag
on for six weeks and the students would
become desensitized (to the elections),"
Kreider said.
"What we're hoping is that we can grab
their ,(the students') attention and hang on
to it," by shortening the period of
campaigning, he explained.
paigns to encourage participation' in the
elections and to pay workers at the polling
places.
Eliminating the primary election phase of
the election process would save $1,500 from
the ASBSU elections budget, Kreider
estimated, and would make it easier to find
persons willing to work the polls once, not
twice.
The amendments approved by the senate
Monday do not address the issue of no
candidate receiving an absolute majority in
a race involving more than two candidates.
The amended law implies, but does not
specify, that the candidate receiving the
most votes in comparison to. the other
candidates would be elected.
Except for minorspelling, grammar and
punctuation errors, no changes were made
in the amendments as they had been
proposed. during earlier readings by the
, senate.
Besides selecting five senators during the
general election, students also will be asked
to vote on a referendum that would raise
student activity fees by,$1 The increase
. would be used to help finance productions
by the theatre arts department at BSU.
.If approved, all productioris will be free
. to 'fulI~time students and students will
receive priority on reservations.
The proposal was initiated by the theatre
arts department and approved' by the
Senate for inclusion on the ballot.
"Ifyou go to just one production a year,
it would save the cost of the fee," said
lung, .who is helping lead the effort in
support of thereferendunt. '
Fall primary elections for five open
positions on the ASBSU student senate ,
were' eliminated Monday during a special
session of the senate. '
Meeting in special session at the con-
elusion of its regular Monday caucus
meeting, the Senate unanimously adopted
an amendment to existing student govern-
ment law that eliminates any reference
to primary election. The amendments' also
made several other minor changes in the
student election laws.
The changes do not affect the Oct. i1
and 12 dates of the general election, in
which 12 candidates will be seeking election-
to four of the five open senate positions.
The candidates who filed for the five
open positions in the fall election are: .
• Business-Debbie Lambert, Mike Villar- •
'read and Clint Exley.
, • Arts and sciences--Jeff Dearing,
Jacquelyn Runell, Sandra Snow and Rich-
ard Wright.
• Education--D.E. White
• Heald". Science-Dave Bell
• Vocational education-jnoCandidate).
The amendments passed Monday also
require that write-in candidates notify the
;i"':' ,'0; elections board five school days prior tq the
election to be considered a valid write-in
candidate. 'Under' the old law, the filing
deadline for write-in camjidates was three
school days prior to the election.
Jim Kreider, BSU student activities
.advisor, said thedecisiOil to drppthe
primaries was made to improve, participa-
tion in the ASBSU elections.· , ..
i; .'. '~Iri thepast,'the prim~ies had abigher
Primary elections will not be held this fall.,
Photo by BI'lid Kurtz •.
Several other factors prompted the'
Senate to eliminate the primaries, accor-
ding"to Kreider,incIuding the cost of
elections.Thehuctget for the fall primary
and general elections,set last y~ar " had
cateo $3,OOOfo~ thegeneral,publieitycam-
EIIIl!..lo"mentoutlookt lJ.. .., . .... - -' . ~.' .-.: .. . '. . ". " 2,
ProspectsgoodfotsociaJ work' majors.
The- Idaho Air Guard is growing with ·Idaho, .currently there are over 100 new part ..time positions
available. If you would like to be part of an. outstanding organization .... call us.. )
* $4,000. COLLEGE EDUCATION BONUS * CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION AND* STUDENT LOAN PAYBACK PROGRAM CIVILIAN WAY OF LIFE'* UP TO $2,000 CASH BONUS
IDAHO'AIR GUARD
First class or not at all 385..5385
by Colleen BOlirblII LlIMay'
The University News.
Job prospects for BSU social work
graduates are good despite decreased state
and federal' funding for human services,
says Dick Rapp, director of career and
financial services at BSU.
"Social work majors are professionally
prepared when they graduate," Rapp says.
"They have .specificjobs they can apply I
for. It's an applied; vocationally-oriented·
program.
"When one graduates with a degree in
one of the social sciences or humanities, it's
a lot harder to target positions. You don't
see advertisements that say 'wanted: social
science majors'. But you do see job listings
for social workers," he says. .
Jobs require the advanced degree._But BSU,
he says, does not offer it. '
A telephone survey by the social work
department of its 20 graduates. in ·1983
indicated that 66 percent were employed' inJ
socialwork. Of the rest, 20 percent were
planning full-time graduate work, I~
percent were unemployed and S percent had •
found work in other areas. '
Rapp says that the small number of
social work graduates has helped keep.
demand for their services constant.
Doug Yunker,' chairman of the BSU
social work department, says that the
department requires a large dose of liberal]
arts classes for its majors.
. "Our goal,"!he says, "isrto have liberal
arts-educated people with social-work
knowledge." '
Job training provided
,Doug Yunker, cbairman of tbe social work department, says tbat social work majors get _.
on-the-job training before tbey graduate. Pboto by Russ P. Markus.
Staci Jensen-Bart, a 1983 graduate of
BSU's social work department agrees. She
has worked since June at the Department of
Health and Welfare's Child Protection
Intake division.
Hart responds to calls from people
reporting cases of child abuse or neglect.
Her job is to visit homes where abuse or
neglect has been reported and to determine
what, if any, action should be taken.
Hart says that her responsibility is to
ensure the safety of children. If she
determines that a child is in "imminent
danger," she can recommend to law
'enforcement agencies that he be removed'
from the home. Only police, she says, are
authorized to take children out of the
home.
..
Community service
Jeff Lake, also a 1983 BSU graduate in
social work, has a job with Vista Neigh-
borhood Housing, a service organization
dedicated to revitalizing neighborhoods
near Vista Avenue.
The organization grants low-interest
loans to people Who don't qualify for bank
loans to buy or repair houses.
'Staff members also organized Paint Your
Heart Out Day, in which over 300
volunteers painted the houses of 22 elderly
Vista neighborhood residents.
"It gives you a good feeling to help
people," Lake says.
Beginning pay $1,475 I
A social worker in an entry-level position :
with the-state of Idaho is paid $1,475 each
month,though social workers for' non-
profit organizations may be paid much less
than government workers, according to
Rapp.
Rapp says that although a social worker!
can earn an entry-level salary similar to that
of a business graduate, the business
graduate has more earning potential.
"It would be exceedingly rare to find a
social worker making $50,000 or $100,000 a
year-not that many business majors do"
either. But they (the business majors) have
a better opportunity."
Social workers get jobs in the medical,
law, mental health and community service
fields.. helping individuals to solve prob-
lems. It is work, Yunker says, that requires
a broad, liberal arts education. .
But social work majors also spend a lot
of class time learning social work, and as
seniors, must spend two full days each week
doing social work in the community.
In addition to yearly surveys of its
graduates, Yunkers says' the social work
department publishes and distributes
throughout the state the resume of each
graduating senior.
No jobs boringc
Placement rate high
Yunker says that although social work
jobs rarely are boring, jobs in child
protection are probably the most exciting
and the most stressful.
Advancing in the social work field is
difficult without a master's degree, Rapp
says. The more responsible, better-paying
4 17IeVniverSitJ'.News WedneSday, September 21,1983
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Professors analyze Leary's philosophy
Decker's Laws account for much bad luck
Part of Leary's game is speaking in a
convincing fashion about his ideas. To find
out how weII he is received among
educators and thinkers at BSU, The
University News talked' with Biology De-
partment Chairman Robert Rychert and
philosophy professor Alan Brinton.
Robert Rychert:
NEWS: What is the possibility of mass
space migration?
RYCHERT: Obviously, the timing is off
a little, but the shuttle is there, taking
people up. Obviously, we are talking about
a technology that is a little more advanced
than what we have now. It would take
hundreds of thousands of years. Techno-
logically, there are a lot of barriers ... If
Leary argues that we have to evolve, I
would have 10 agree. But something drastic
would have to occur - maybe Wells' time
machine.
NEWS: No matter how we 'perceive'
time, aren't there some biological restric-
tions on us?
RYCHERT: That's a basic philosophical
question. "What is real?" There's good
evidence that there is a biological clock.
Real time probably exists. The question is,
what does that mean relative to what you
, want to do?
NEWS: So it could happen, but there are
still a few hang-ups?
RYCHERT: Ins not impossible to have
a traveling space station that goes on and
on until it reaches another planet. Maybe
within the next generation, that would be a
plan that I would offer.
NEWS: As an educator, would you like
to teach to a college class that has taken
LSD beforehand?
RYCHERT: I think what happens is that
statements (of Leary's) get taken out of
context. Maybe it's important to see things
differently, in terms of survival. But you
Lea.ry--'---I Continued from front page
DNA is now preparing the species for
migration from the planet. .. it will transport
us through the galaxy and eventually to
evolve beyond matter as we now know it."
In order to achieve the last four stages of
his eight-stage human evolution plan,
Leary wants people to "re-imprint" them-
selves. And he wants it done fast.
Psychologists are trying to re-imprint
patients presently, he says, but their
methods are too slow and ineffective. By
taking LSD, this process is greatly acceler-
ated, Leary claims.
Since Leary believes the LSD trip takes
users through re-birth, he wants the
re-imprinting of "new belief'systems and
attitudes" done during drug "sessions."
The goal, higher intelligence and a concept
he calIs Space Migration, Intel1igence
Increase, Life Extension.
by Edith Decker
The University News
We've all seen the numerous posters and
paraphenalia concerning Murphy and. his
laws. All these editions are incomplete since
I haven't made my own comments on. these
unnatural laws.
The following are Decker's Laws for
students:
• If you don't make a rough draft, you
wi1llose the final copy.
• The day you get the IS-page report
done is the your prof delays the due date
until next week. In this event. you will leave
the report on the table and your ro~m-
mate's cat wi1lshred it into confetti during
the night. (Note: The teacher wi1l never
believe it actually was done.) .
• Excuses are the product of a creative
thought process and should be respected as
such. ' .
• The chance of the pencil lead breaking
is directly proportionate to the number of
pages on the test. .
have to be careful, because someone will
say I'm all for using drugs - it's such a
'loaded statement - it's out of context.
NEWS: Is our DNA conscious and
intelligent matter left here by extra-terres-
trials to evolve back into space?
RYCHERT: It all depends on how literal
you want to be in interpreting what he says.
It sounds very metaphorical to me. But in
every instance" I think I would agree with
him as a scientist. I would caution that his
talk seems a liftle more metaphorical than
mine.
NEWS: Are humans evolving into energy
without bodies?
RYCHERT: Most people think of evolu-
tion being over long periods of time, but it
probably occurs in short spurts. If the
environment changes, and a powerful
selective force could capitalize on that. .. It's
difficult to answer, but certainly we have
with us a lot of undesirable baggage in
terms of the body.
true, but what reason do we have for
listening to them? Their own experience?
What has Timothy Leary done to relieve
the suffering of his felIow humans?
Nothing. b
The burden of proof is on him. How is he
in a position to produce anything? Some
people will believe anything you throw at ,
them.
NEWS: You're saying he needs more
than a subjective experience?
BRINTON: The big point I want to make
is what reason does he give for taking
drugs? We have certain thinking faculties.
The reasonable assumption is; the clearer
you can think, the better your thinking will
be.
This crew is doing something that
changes your brain, manipulates it, and
says somehow this is better. From our
experience, when a human brain is not
functioning clearly, the conclusions aren't
clear.
NEWS: Why do you think Leary has
developed this philosophy?
BRINTON: It's not his area, so he
shouldn't be talking about it. What it looks
'like to reasonable people is that they just
want a shortcut. Obviously, his claims are
formulated so the burden of proof is on
Wm. -
Most people who take drugs just admit
they do it to get stoned. It's a shame. They
'(Leary's proponents) get paid to go around
doing this. The problem is this is a
university, and they invite controversial
people because they think it'll draw people
- it's treated like a county fair.
NEWS: Leary is a relativist. How
important is relativism philosophically?
BRINTON: I'll tell you right away,
there's no consensus among top philosoph-
ers. These guys (like Leary)' say the
professionals aren't .the real philosophers,
but they are all educated in it. Among
, professionals, relativists are not a majority.
visionary prophet, you know, it's one out
of a hundred that you are right, and
ninety-nine out of a hundred that you are a
nut. That's the chance of the game ... "
Alan Brinton:
NEWS: How accurate is Leary's philo-
sophy?
BRINTON: What reason does he give us
for believing what he says? He might reject
,traditional arguments, but on what
grounds? It's a well established fact that
LSD causes destructive behavior. He
encourages gullible young people to do this
physiological and psychological damage
and that's immoral in the best sense of the
word.
I'm sure he points out that other
'enlightened people' of the past were
persecuted - Jesus, Galileo. But they had
proof - Galileo's telescope, for example.
But why should we even bother to listen to
Timothy Leary? .
It's comparable to going down to skid
row and asking the bums what the meaning
of life is. They might sep.things differently,
"A wide variety of future post-human
forms will emerge," states Dr. Leary.
"Hundreds or thousands of new species
will evolve from the present genetic stock.
Rapidly, mutating humans will necessarily
return to space, and find their creators.
Man in his highest mutated state wi1l travel
and live indefinitely in space," says Leary.
Also, this "space migration--life exten-
sion" wi1l involve mutating out of the
brain's "biot transporter," or body.
Leary believes humans can evolve into
pure intelligence, doing away with the need
for a body. •
A compact version, in Dr. Leary's own
terms, of his "exo-psychology," is: "Exo-
psychology views human destiny in terms
of an evolving nervous system, designed by
DNA intelligence (which uses planets as
temporary embryonic nesting sites in an
interstellar migratory process), to become
symbiotic transceivers of astrophysical
(conscious intelligence)."
How does Leary evaluate himself?
"Chances are that I'm wrong because, as a
Other views
What do other professional reviewers
and critics think of Leary? The sourcebook
"Contemporary Authors" cites a few such
reviews.
In "Saturday Night," David McRey-
nolds claimed, 'As a religious experience
(the show) is almost a total failure. As a
rt:ligious movement, close to fraud. Leary
struck me as phoney ... the Leary movement
is basically cheap." .
A~ reviewer Rollo May noted in the
"New York Times Book Review," "Young
people have largely exhausted the drug
routine, and moved on to something more
complete. "
"New Republic" critic David Sanford
asserted that Leary's rhetoric "has a
pantina of phoniness. One wonders wheth-
Student survival ..
, . .
shouldn't be.
• If you don't understand it, join the
crowd ..•
• Noone ever forms a car-pool to Rhode
Island.
• Only people over SO get excited about
football games,wear team paraphernalia or
worry about school colors.
• Just when you, thought you knewthe
Dewey decimal system, you camehere. '
• If it's still moving, it's biology. If it's
putrid; it's chemistry. If it's impossible, it's
math. If it's dusty, it's history.
• Cars were made to be borrowed. Bikes
were made to be stolen. Feet were made to
be stepped on.
• Whoever recommended the professor
you have was sadistic.
• Time and money are always negative
factors.
• Whoever wrote the cheat sheet for the
quiz didn't know what he was talking.
about,
• The book you need is always checked
out.
• About the time someone says it's easy,
you've r.lready given up.
• Algebra is a form of highly intellectual
torture. '
• If you need an original idea you're in
trouble.
• If .it seems easy, you're doing
something wrong. '
• If you think twice, you'll never get it.
• The professor you can't stand is the one
you end up talking to the most. This is also
true in the case of professors talking to
students.
.. Study is a five-letter word that
shouldn't be. Beer is a four-letter word that
The people quoted by Leary are either
misquoted or unknown.
The best comment I can make about
Leary is he's just not interesting phil-
osophically.
NEWS: What about the philosophy
department here on campus? What do
members of the department think of him?
BRINTON: There are three full-time
philosophy professors here, and we, all
think relativism isa crock. Some sociolo-
gists are (relativists), but you won't find
many professional philosophers who are.
The "little philosophers" in other fields -
like biology- they think they're gonna tell
us the meaning of reality.
NEWS: What about his claims of
biological immortality in space?
BRIl'lTON: Who ever claimed we don't>
have limitations on reality? Only those who
claim reality is how you perceive it. They're
the intolerant ones - not those who believe
in one reality.
The reason The Party in George Orwell's
1984 is able to do what it wants is because
they define reality.
Those who claim there is an absolute
truth aren't the intolerant ones, although
Leary says they are.
This guy is less newsworthy than the new
scoreboard in Bronco stadium. ..
NEWS: Does Leary have any predeces-
sors? Any contemporaries?
BRINTON: A lot of people associated
with this Carlos Casteneda stuff, I think.
Other religious people give detailed ac-
counts of their experiences. They have
moral insights and intellectual works. And
they're interesting.
But why should we believe Leary? What
arrogance! '
To think that , since your perception
changes, reality changes, too. They have no
reasons. They can only hand you some
drugs. It's the height of arrogance.
er he believes what he says, or whether his
shows are commercial put-ons designed to
seduce and make money."
Harvard psychologist David McClelland,
the man largely responsible for Leary's
hiring at the famed university, said, "It
became evident that the mind-altering
sessions were ends in themselves, rather
than part of research in the usual sense of
the term.
"It seems clear to me that this event was
a part of the intense search for self-fulfill-
ment that gathered momentum throughout
the '60s. But time has proven that .the
self-actualization movement was self-limit-
ing.
"Has the ethic of 'rebellion and self-ful-
fillment' given way to the ethic of
'commitment'? I hope so, because it
certainly represents greater maturity to be
committed to something beyond the self, to
reality that transcends the self and tests
one's freely given loyalty and commit-
ment."
• If you do it right; no one will ever
know.
• Freshmen are the scum of the earth.
(This is only held to be true by non-
freshmen.)
• Late is a fact of life.
• The number of parking tickets you get
is exactly equal to the number of times you
parkillegally,
• If the parking ticket people know your
license number by heart, it's time to get a
new car.
• A .44 magnum is the only tool with'
sufficient power to stop a ringing alarm
clock cold. ,
• Acrobats, 'the Leaning Tower of Pisa
and stereos balance. Checkbooks don't.
• The blood of 80percent of all students
is caffeinated.
• When you dash to the phone, it isn't
for you. When you're gone, You have 20
messages waiting for you.
• After you've watched the tube for, two
months, someone adjusts the antenna and
you discoverit's a color set. .
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Calendar
Thursday, Sept. 22
Art Lecture, "Contemporary Realism",
Carlo Lamagna; Boise Gallery of Art,f~ee.
Friday, Sept. 23
Dance Troup auditions, "A Dancing
Force", dance company in residence at
BSU, 5:30 p.m., BSUGym.
Wine Women and Song, celebration of
the woman artist, YWCA, 720 Washington
St., 7 p.rn., tickets $5 for YWCA members,
$6 for non-members, seating limited to first
225 tickets sold.
Four Star Film Series, Dona Flor and
Her Two Husbands and Black Orpheus,
Ada Lounge, SUB, tickets $1 for BSU
students, faculty, and staff (with 10) and
senior citizens, $2.50 for the general public.
Saturday, Sept. 24
Faculty Wives and Women Fall Tea,
Skillern residence 829 Warm Springs Ave.,
10 a.m., refreshments. Catherine Elliott,
Gerald Schroeder and Karen Krout will
perform: All faculty wives and women are
invited to attend.
Farmers Market. corner of Curtis Rd and
Franklin Rd., 9 a.m. to noon. Locally
grown produce to buy or sell your own
excess garden produce. Runs every Satur-
day through the harvest season. For more
information, call Lisa Terwilleger at 336-
7010.
Sunday, Sept. 25
Trompe l'Oeil Exhibition, Boise Gallery
of Art, closing day. Admission 50 cents for
adults, 25 cents for senior citizens and
children under 12.
Four Star Film Series, double feature
"Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands" and
"Black Orpheus", Ada Lounge, SUB.
Tickets $1 for BSU students, staff and
faculty (with 10) and senior citizens, $2.50
general public.
Jazz at St. Chapelle, Gene Harris and
His QUintet, outside, I :30 p.m., picnics
encouraged, admission, $1 for everyone
over 12. Proceeds to go to the Idaho Youth
Ranch.
Monday, Sept. 26
ASBSU Primary Election, don't forget
to vote.
Tuesday, Sept. 27
Peter Straub' at BSU, Boisean Lounge,
SUB, 8 p.m., sponsored by the Writers and
Artists series, free.
Wednesday, Sept. 28
Timothy Leary at BSD, 8 p.rn., SUB
Ballroom, tickets at SUB Union Station,
$3.50 general admission, $2 BStJ students,
faculty, staff and senior citizens.
Lucia de Lammermoor, Boise Opera
Comapny's production, opens at Capital
High School, tickets $6, $9, $12. Call
343-6133 for reservations.
',Top tube'
Thursday, September 22
8:30 p.m., The Sunshine Boys,
George Burns, Walter Matthau. Two crusty
ex-vaudevillians are persuaded to reteam
for a TV special, even though they can't
stand 'each other, KAIO-4
Friday, September 23
8 p.m., Come Blow Your Horn.
Frank Sinatra, Jill St. John, Lee J. Cobb.
A playboy who lives in a luxurious
penthouse. introduces his younger brother
to his way of life and.horrifies their
old-country parents. When he decides to '
'settle down, kid brother takes up where he
left off, KTRV~12.
9 p.rn., The Zookeepers, behind the:
scenes look at Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoo,
KAIO-4. .
Saturday, September '24
9 p.m., My Man Godfrey, William
Powell, Carole Lombard. Wealthy madcap'
sisters seek a vagrant needed for a
"scavenger hunt." As payment he is given
a job as a butler and becomes indispens-
able, KTRV~12.
8 p.rn., Young Frankenstein, Gene
Wilder, Marty Feldman, Teri Garr, Mad-
eline Kahn, Chloris Leachman. Parody of
the original horror story'. An American
neurosurgeon inherits his grandfather's
castle and sets about making new friends,
KTVB-7.
10 p.m., American Journey, political
columnist Richard Reeves retraces the steps
'of Alexis de Tocqueville's journey to study
the state of democracy in America,
KAIO-4. .
Sunday, September 2S
II p.m., Monty Python's Flying Circus,
KAIO-4.
Monday, September 26
8 p.m., Rebecca, Joan Fontain, Lau-
. renee Olivier, directed by A. Hitchcock. A
young, unsophisticated girl marries a
country gentleman dominated by the
memory of his first wife, KTRV-12.
. 9 p.m., Great Performances Special,
"Princess Grace Remembered'.', National
Symphony performs Sain Saens' "Carnival
of the Animals." Originally scheduled to be
narrated by Princess Grace, the piece is
now narrated by Nancy Reagan, KAID-4
Tuesday. September 27
8 p.m., Nova, "Life: Patent Pending".
Genetic engineering's impact on industry
and medicine, KAIO-4
10:30 p.m., Matters of Life and Death,
"The New Underground Railroad." U.S.
citizens help illegal immigrants, KAID-4:
Wednesday, September 28
8 p.rn., Notorious, Cary Grant, Ingrid
Bergman, Claude Rains, directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. A government agent and a girl
whose father was convicted of treason
undertake a dangerous mission to Brazil,
KlVI-6.
10:30 p.rn., A Visti with Reginald
Stewart, renowned conductor-pianist,
KAIO-4.
Radio rave.
I _
Thursday, September 22
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Lene
Levitch, Stateless, KBSU FM, 92.3.
Friday, September 23
5:00 p.rn. Afterwork Special, Fred Mc
Dowell, Fred Mcdowell and his Blues Boys,
KBSU FM, 91.3.
Saturday, September 24
2:5:00 p.m, Old Time Saturday Night,
all oldies till midnight, KFXD AM, 58.
Sunday, September 2S
Il:oo p.m, Offthe Record Special, The
Police, one hour, KBBK FM, 92.
Monday; September 26
5:00 p.rn. Afterwork Special, The
Thompson Tins, Side Kicks, KBSU FM,
91.3
.On stage·
Bouquet: Hot Pursuit
Crazy Horse: The Blokes
Pengilly's: Suzi Marcy and the Hired
Hands
Peter SchoU's: Gary Hughes
Red Lion Downtowner: California
Transfer
. Rusty Harpoon: Box Tops
Sandpiper: Rich Brotherton and John
Hansen .
Tom Grainey's: Bob and Bill
Tub Pub: Defiance
Whiskey River: Looker
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Peter Straub coming
Peter Straub, the best-selling author of
"Ghost Story" and "Shadowland," will discuss
horror fiction writing during a lecture at BSU on-
Tuesday, Sept. 27.
The lecture, sponsored by the Writers and
Artists Series, will be held in the Boisean
Lounge of the SUB at 8 p.m. and is open to the
public, free of charge.
Straub, a native of Milwaukee who currently.
is living in Connecticut, published his sixth
novel earlier this year. Publisher's Weekly wrote
of "Floating Dragon," his latest work, that
"Straub packs enough epic horror to satiate the
most avid fan of scare fare. But he is an
accomplished writer and an inventor of
skillfully individualized cor.vincing characters."
He will begin work on his seventh novel later
this year, which he will co-author with
well-known horror writer Stephen King.
Art gallery lecture
A lecture on contemporary realism will be
held at the Boise Gallery of Art in conjunction
with the Contemporary Trompe l'Oeil Painting
and Sculture exhibition'.
Carlo Lamagna, director of O. K. Harris
Works of Arts in New York City, will speak on
"Illusion: Form and Content," Sept. 22 at 8
p.rn. The lecture is free and open to the public.
T-heGallery's current exhibition,
Contemporary Trompe l'Oeil Painting and
Sculpture, will run through Sunday.
The Gallery is open Tuesday through Friday,
from 10 a.m, to 5 p.m. and on weekends from
noon to 5 p.m.
Young violinists
A three year-old playing the violin?
Officials of the Suzuki String Program,
sponsored by Boise State University consider it
normal.
The Suzuki program assumes that all children
3 years of age and older are capable of learning
the violin in the same way that it is assumed
.children will learn a language.
The children receive privatelessons each week
and a group lesson every two weeks. In
addition, parents must attend each session and
work closely with the childrenat home ..
Group lessons begin on Sept. 24 at 10 a.m, in
room no of the Music Drama building. The
public can learn more about the program by
attending a group session or the Christmas
Concert on Dec. 10 at 4 p.m, in the Music
AUditorium. ..
For further information about the Suzuki
String Program contact Karen Krout in the BSU
Music department at 385-3665.
Wine, Women and
song
The YWCA's third annual celebration of
women artists entitled, "Wine, Women and
Song", will be held at the Y on Sept. 23 at 7
p.m,
The evening will begin with a wine and hors
d'oeuvres reception, chamber music and an I
. open house for guests to view the paintings, I
fiber art and quilts hanging throughout the mai~
floor of the building. 1
A program of live entertainment will begin at
8 p.m. in the auditorium.
The charge for the entire evening is $5 for
YWCA members and $6 for non-members.
Tickets may be purchased in advance at the Y
front desk, or at the door.
Seating is limited to the first 225 tickets sold.
Phone 343~3688 for further information.
"Lu
Passion, betrayal and murder, with a li!tle
madness thrown in for good measure, BOIse
Opera's Lucia de Lammermoor has it all, in
English, at Capital High School on Sept. 28 and
30. The opera is based on Sir Walter Scott's
novel The Bride of Lammermoor. "
Set in Scotland around 1700, the story
. concerns· a power struggle between two families.
Lucy, the hapless heroine, is forced by her
ambitious brother to marry into one of the .
competing families, while the-man she loves IS a
member of the other powerful clan. Her lover
interrupts the wedding to accuse her of a false
heart, and Lucy, insane from grief, kill~ her
husband on their wedding night, returmng to.
the stage from the nuptial chamber stained With
his blood. - . .
Lucy will be played by Juli Holland, a BOise
.~ -·0· .. "
.
.. . '. ~.... '''. ~. ../. "1
. - _. '-.' ;. ~
.. ,', ,'.
Crafts display
The remarkable handicrafts of Sylvan A.
Hart, better known as "Buckskin Bill, Last of
the Mountain Men," is on display at the Idaho
Hisotrical Museum.
Included in the show is Hart's masterpiece, a
muzzle-loading rifle decorated with elaborate
carvings of mountain sheep, made entirely by
hand during the nearly 50 years that he lived
alone at Five Mile Creek on the Salmon River.
Hart made his own clothing from the skins of
bear, deer, and elk, carved his own wooden
tableware, and hammered out hundreds of
tools, kettles, teapots and other items of
metalwork in his blacksmith's shop.
A selection from the large collection donated
to the museum after his death in 1980 will be on
display through January. Admission is free.
d.
made her European debut with the Geneva
Opera.
Edgardo,Lucy's lover, will be sung by Dr.
nd Hugh CardonofEI Paso, Texas. Enrico, Lucy's
brother will be sung by Erich Parce of the
Seattle Opera. Lucy's unfortunate h.usband, .
Lord Bucklaw,will be played by Boisean David
es. Carlson.
, Jonathon Field, staff director forthe
Washington Opera at the Kennedy Center, is the
;a guest director for the production. The chorus is
directed by Donald C.Branton. The period
costumes are by Teri Mcrae. ,
Each performance will be preceded at 7 p.rn.
by a special lecture given by Dr. Gerald
th Schroeder of the BSU Music Department.
Curtain is at 8:15 p.m., and tickets are available
at Dunkley Music. Ticket prices range from $6
to $12. ' .
Monty Python' returns
'Monty Python's Flying Circus, one of the
most popular shows ever on public television,
has retured to KAID, channel 4.
A seductive woman who collects milkmen,
dancing teeth and killer desserts are just a few of
the creations of the group who pioneered a new
kind of adult humor, using surrealistic
animation and visual gags, ribald one-liners and
outrageous parody.
Each Sunday at II p.m., Graham Chapman,
John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Eric Idle, Terry
Jones and Michael Palin lampoon life's
lunacies.
They cast a cockeyed glance at modern
culture in the movie adaptation of "Wuthering
Heights" (performed with semaphore flags), or
a group of old ladies on motorcyles terrorizing a
quiet English community.
"We think in terms of what's funny," Cleese
says. "Because we tend to be interested in
making jokes about slightly bigger subjects, not
just the price of fish, it means that being funny
requires puncturing, or criticizing, the ways
things usually are done."
IReview
"Easy Money' ,
by Brian Mason
The University News
About the only "easy money" we're
talking about here is the cash this film's
makers didn't spend on producing a better
picture.
Rodney Dangerfield stars in this hit-and
miss movie, now showing at the Fair- Vu
Cinema. Although I saw the movie on what
might be considered an "off" night
(Wednesday), there were only thirteen
people in the theatre with me, and we did
little collective belly-laughing.
Easy Money concerns itself with the
hopefully engaging life of Monty (Danger-
field), a man we are supposed to find
.adorable due. to his constant and consid-
erable substance abuse. But at age 55 or so,
Monty is hardly believable, let alone
funny, as he gropes for a joint stashed in
the bathroom medicine cabinet.
Monte's life is one long swim in beer,
gambling, topless joints andjust carousing
in general -- all the ideals so often portrayed
in films as desirable and satisfying. Monte's
life-long party is interrupted now and then
by his job as a baby photographer, raising
an 18-year-old daughter whose virginal
values completely contradict his, and
somehow keeping a wife who should have
left him years ago madly in love with him.
Monte's millionaireness mother-in-law
visits the family, and decides to under-
handedly reform him by dying and willing
her department store chain to him -- on the
condition that he abstain from all his
worldly "pleasures" for the space of one
year (as well as lose' about 75 pounds of
blubber). Monte's wimpy; conniving
brother-in-law, Clyde, throws some obs-
stacales in Monte's way, hoping Monte will
fail and the fortune will fall to him.
Running along side this is what seems to
be a' "comedy relief" 'subplot (a strange
thing for a comedy movie to have), which
involves Monte's older daughter marrying
and experiencing the trauma of a virgin's
honeymoon. Allison (his daughter) decides
to marry the man sure to capture this year's
award for the Most Repulsively Dressed
Greasy Chicano, Julio. Julio is the type of
guy who brings his ghetto blaster into his
honeymoon suite before carrying his bride
aver the threshold.
Allison, however, doesn't want to "go all
the way," not even as a married woman.
She runs bac home,and she's only been
married for six hours. Julio's bumbling
efforts to re-capture his bride are the basis
for this subplot running the rest of the
movie.
So, with the department store fortune a
stake, Allison's fresh marriage already
souring, and the baby-picture business in a
slump, the audience is invited to somehow
• find great amusement in watching Monte
go through protracted withdrawl symptoms
from all his habits -- dope, prescription
drugs, playing the ponies, and of course,
booze (does that include beer?).
Tempted to throw in the sponge more
than once, Monte gets' support from his
younger daughter, and his wife, as he
Movies '.. . . . -
attempts to find some therapeutic diversion
He builds models (the teaser seen on
television lately). He tries his hand at
aerobic exercises, a short scene almost
worth the price of admissiori. Overall,
though, just sitting in a chair hoping to
laugh at Monte's suffering doesn't work.
Dangerfield is at his best doing what he is
most know for, and that's delivering one
liners at a machine gun pace. Unfortunately,
he, doesn't get the chance to do this too
often, and the viewer is left thirsting for a
little more "solo Rodney."
. There are good lines and situations, but
they are mostly swallowed by way too many
silly sight gags, drunk jokes and sexual
inuendoes. The film's "cutesy". music
constantly tips the viewer off as to an
'upcoming "funny" scene, and becomes
quite annoying.
Further, the morals conveyed in this
movie are hypocritical and questionable (as
well as being very obvious). Monte and his
friends continually poke cynical fun at the
stuffy world of the rich, yet they wallow in
the excesses of wealth just as whole-
heartedly when given the chance. His
Mother-in-law, smart enough to get MOnlY
to reform himself, is too stupid to realize he
JUST MIGHT go back to his old life style
once (and if) he gets the money. Monte and
doesn't want to give anything up--he just
wants to learn how to disguise his habits
from those who sign his allowance checks.
It's the old "you can have your joint and
smoke it, too" idea. As the "hero" of this
movie, Monte isn't exactly a man worth
emulating.
Another trend this movie upholds is the
"adults are all crooks and nerds"
syndrome. If the adults in this picture
aren't scheming how to gyp their fellow
man out of undeserved money, they're
stoned or out of touch with the world, no
drugs needed. for example, Allison's mom
is the mom of the 30's-- well meaning as all
get out, but uninformed to the point of
boredom. Also, the parental "do as I say,
not as I do" makes Monte and his wife
more the objects of teen-age scorn.
Overall, and much to the pleasure of
Dangerfield fans, Rodney has his high
points, and continues to excel at stealing
the scene with a well-placed one liner. But
the movie tends to misfire as it jumps from
scene to scene. Winning the money (or not
winning the money) becomes anti-climatic
as the film gives way to a much too large
dose of middle class pop psuchology.
The film carries an "R" rating for two
very brief nude scenes, lots of sexual puns,
and plenty of profanity, as well as the
portrayal of the poor constantly obsesses
with obtaining alcohol, drugs or free sex.
Unless you are a stout Dangerfield fan, and
can put up with some juvenile humor, don't
bother with this, one.
Vonnegut at the
Cofl
The College of Idaho pre-
sents a lecture by Kurt Von-
negut, Jr. on the topic "How
to get a' job like mine,."
Vonnegut, author of Slaugh-
terhouse Five will speak in the
Jewett Auditorium on the C of
, I Campus Sept. 29 at 8 p.m.
General admission .is $8.50,
seniors are $3.50 and are
available: at the BSU SUB
Union Station. For tickets and
information call 459-52OQ.
Folkdancing
Members of the BSU international student
association will be instructing classes on folk
dancing from .Malaysia, the Middle East, the
Philippines, South America in conjunction with
student union short courses this fall.
Registration forms for the, classes are in the
back of the short course catalog, available in the
SUB and at many local businesses. after Oct. 1.
Catalogs also can be mailed to interested
persons.
Registration begins on Monday, Oct.3and
continues until the classes begin on Monday,
Oct. 17. Feesfor the courses are $1 pel: class plus
anon-refundable $3 registration fee. the courses
are open to the public.
. For mor information, call the student union
. at 385-1551.
,,",
Sports.& ·fitness .' ' .
New Bronco Graves
plays well
by Steve Woychick
When Craig Graves played in his first
game as a BSU Bronco, he did so in a big
way.
Filling in for injured starter Chuck
Butler, Graves made 10 tackles, including
one for a four-yard loss. A redshirt last
season, Graves played Butler's outside
linebacker spot against' Cal State Fullerton
in the Bronco's first game of the season.
Although BSU lost the game, Graves
showed that he could be the Bronco's best
new player this fall.
The soft-spoken Graves was a walk-on at
BSU two seasons ago after playing for
Fresno City College in Fresno, Calif. At 6
feet and 207 pounds, he isn't very big as far
as linebackers are concerned.
Bronco linebackers Chuck Butler, Paul
Unger and Brian McCreath all have about
seven pounds on him, while Carl Keever
tips the scales at 233 pounds.
But Graves doesn't let his size stop him
from making the big plays, as evidenced by
his four unassisted tackles and one pass
deflection against Fullerton.
Graves didn't start playing football until
his sophomore year at Edison High School
in Fresno, California. He originally played
defensive tackle and offensive guard, but
was switched to middle linebacker during
his final two years at Edison.
Graves came to BSU on the advice of a
friend, Julius Haynes, who had been his
teammate at both Edison High School and
Fresno City College. Haynes, a former
Bronco cornerback, encouraged Graves to
walk on.
In addition to their common football
career paths, both Haynes and Graves were
known for being quick and hard-hitting.
Excited about coming to Boise to play in
a winning program, Graves received bad
news. Although the. coaches had been
encouraging him about his chances of
playing, he was forced to redshirt last
season due to NCAA eligibility rules.
Graves is optimistic about this year,
which will be his last as a Bronco. "I had to
sit out last season and now I'm excited
about playing this year," the 22-year-old
Graves says.
Since Lyle Setencich took over as head
coach after Jim Criner was lured to Iowa
State last January, Graves has been
'returned to outside linebacker, the position
he played while earning all-conference
recognition at Fresno City College.
Under Coach Criner, he had been an
inside linebacker.
Graves says his performance against
Cal-State Fullerton answered a lot of
questions abut his ability to play. "I had a
pretty good game," he says.
A communication major, Graves plans
to go into broadcasting when his football
career is over.
Although he is' not planning on it, he
doesn't rule out the possibility of playing
professionally if he gets the opportunity.
While other brewers continue to
sell beer by the ounce, we sell it
LOOK FOR THE
HIDDEN'R' WEEKLY
Cf1!!!!IN
~.COMPANY
BY
THE
OUND
HAYDEN
BEVERAGE
ANNOUNCES
THE HIDDEN
~.
CONTESt
Find the hidden "R" in the advertisement.
The first three persons to correctly identify
the location of the "R"and bring it to Hayden
Beverage ComfJolly.4252 s, Eagleson Rd.will
receive a free Bronco Rainier Fshirt. The "R" is
not on the label or lno ,common place.POBOX 7886. BOISE, ID.M~O 83707. {2OBI 362·4600
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Sports briefs . "
Women's x..country in the nation for dist~nce running," 'Kleinsays. "Our schedule will be very demanding
and challenging."
Topping the list of new faces on the
Bronco roster this season will be freshman
Albert Lara, an Idaho state high school
champion last year, and junior Peter
Anthony, a state high school champion
four years ago. .
Anthony sat out last season after knee
surgery. He was a transfer from a junior
college.
According to head coach Jim Klein, both
players easily could help strengthen the
Bronco's chances of moving into the top
half of the Big Sky race. BSU finished in
fifth place last year.
Klein, who is beginning his third season
with BSU believes that his team has the
ability to finish in the top four in the'
conference. "We are a young but maturing
group," he says.
He adds that team members need to gain
more confidence in themselves as a unit.but
once they enjoy more success, Klein
believes that it will have a snowball effect
and improve the team as a whole.
Co..ed softball
standings
League A
W L Pet. GB
Sig Eps 2 0 1.000
Commets 2 0 1.000
Amer. Team 0 I .000 1.5
A-2 Animls 0 I .000 I.5
Blackmer's 0 2 .000 2
League B
W L Pet. GB
Top Ten 2 0 1.000
Oreos I 0 1.000 .5
Supr Scooprs. I ~, .500 I
Brew Crew 0 '" I .000 1.5
Pot Luck 0 2 .000 2
TRADE IN YOUR
OLD JEANS AND
GET
on any pair of regular
price jeans or cords in
stock. Trade in jeans
must be laundered.
Four women will return to BSU's
cross-country team this season. Wendy
Wolfgram and Tresa Wimmer are both
third year starters for the Broncos. Darla
Hasselquist and Theresa Ball will return for
their second season this fall. Ball's best
finish last season was ninth place at the
College of Southern Idaho Invitational. '
She took 15th place at the BSU Invita-
tional.
Only freshman Marline Kitchens lacks
exp.erience.
Coach Jim Klein, beginning his third
season at the helm of the Bronco's
cross-country team, is impressed with the
improvement in his team.
Men's x..country
The 1983 BSU men's cross-country team
will open this season with five of the top
runners from 1982 returning to lead the
squad.
In addition to those five, and three others
who have Big Sky experience, the team will
be boosted by four newcomers, including a
1982 high school state champion in the
l600-meter race.
Leading the returners will be Kent
Newman, who had several finishes in the
top 10 during Big Sky meets last season.
Joining Newman as returning veterans will
be juniors EricMclvlanaman and Martin
Hinderer, and sophomores Mick Knobel,
Tony Esquevil, Jeff Christensen, Sandy
Epelde and Jack Winteroud.
Klien is optimistic about his team's
experience and hopes that it will pull the
team out of the cellar.
"The Northwest is one of the best areas
r
$6 OFF
Cbmics
Classified
. . .
FLORILEGIUM? We understand. Li-
brary tours available now. Sign up at the
·referencedesk.
, Are you concerned about events in Latin
America? If interested, attend the first
meeting of a non-partisan study group
concerned about Latin America. September
22 - 3:00 p.m., Teton Room of the SUB, or
call LuAnn Jensen at 385-1426.
"Buffalo Chip Cookies" Mom's Blue
Ribbon chocolate chip cookies. Send $1.00
to: Cookie Recipe, Box 255, Boise, Idaho
83701.
Regional & local reps wanted to dis-
tribute posters on college campuses. Part--
time or more work. Requires no sales ..
Commissiom plus piecework. Average
earnings $6.00 per hour. Contact: Amer-
can Passage,. 500 Third_ Avenue West,
Seattle, WA 98119. (206) 282-8111.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well. 800-526-
0883.
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
OVERSEAS! All fields, all levels. Graduat-
ing seniors are encouraged to apply now.
For details, please send -a self-addressed,
stamped, long envelope to: FRIENDS OF
WORLD TEACHING, P.O. Box 1049,
San Diego, CA 92112-1049.
GOLD MINE!! You are surrounded by
people who want and need sweaters like our
imported, hand-knitted, 100 percent wool
sweaters and jackets. You can sell them at
half of market price and make $20.00 each!
Misty Taylor, 865 Oakhaven Dr., Roswell,
Georgia 30075. .
TRY T H·E
.~.~.~..~'~'~'~'."~.~.~..~'~"..',',".' ..' e·." ..e', "
CLASSIFIEDS
..........: : : ..
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:~:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:~:.:~:.:.:.:~:~:~:.:.:.:.:~:~:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
..........................................................................................
io- A WORD IN.........•.•.•.•.•.........•.....•........................•............•...............
;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:.:;:;:~:;:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.
GRANT'S TRUCK &. CAR' STOP
A complete menu 24 hrs.
T~y us for an oftM. b.l:!1lI trea.t
I 84 .: BROADWAY I':'TERCHANGE
".
OUMEAL, WOlAl.P VOU
TElL THEC~THE
I7IFFERfNCE BETWEEN
CALCUL.ATING I715TANCE5
IN MII.ES ANI' DISTNaS
IN KIL.OMETER5 ?
WELl. ACKGHUW( t OONT
KNOWNOTHIN' ~UT NO .
MILEs OR t<t.OMe-re~, ..
"J: CALCULATES OISTJWCE:
IN5IX~PACKS! /..IKE IT
TAKES 1WO SIX"'PACKS
~ TWIN FAt.t.s ANI'
AeouT FIVe SIX-PACKS
1'0 'C'AHOFALLS! l
IATA rRATE~lmy PARTYI
The Real Puzzle SolutionThe Real Puzzle" Sweet
Scratch test was a brutal
problem even by Willie t: ...
Mosconi's standards.
The triCK . if that's what
you choose to 'call physics.
geometry, and all that techni ...
cal.stutt- involved the 11 ball,
which winds up in the Side
pocket just from the force of
being driven into the cushion.
The three ball takes just
enough reverse English Irom
the cue ball to land. in the
corner, And the cue ball itself
takes the grand tour of three
banks . a 'shot "that's already
patntully familiar (0 you:
we're sure.
Onlv::ii act of God could
have ~unk the 1t ball in the
corrn'r suggesteu oy the dolt
ed hnr
\
by Don Rubin
/'\..
.J,,:£.~-- ~:.wi
Each of the notes at Tl~ht is
part 01 OJ ·' •.• suite" nr a
, .xwcct ..," .- 10 other words.
some phrase contuming either
01 those words. We'd Iikl' \'OU
to idl'ntif)' the phrases on 'the
lines oJf'lllw
Anti don't forget to (ill in
the hill' 10 the- title, too, which
is lhl' name of the CUnt' (writ-
ten ar.d composed by Ren
Bernie. Maceo Pinkard and
Kenneth Casey 10"1925)
\J • I
1>-:-- __._
2) ,--_
3.4), _
5)1- _
6), _
7l----
8)1 _
9)1 _
10). _
11)1 _
12)1 _
13)1 _
14)1 .
15)1 _
,
The first three (3) persons correctly
solving Ihe 'real puzzle' and lake
solution 10 THE
UNIVERSITY NEWS
office (2nd floor SUB) will receive a
Bronco-Ranier T-Shirt from
RAINIER. EER
sc 1983 Umled Fealure SVndIC,ue.lnc
Good friends,
Good fellowship,
BAPTIST
STUDEN.T
UNION
An Alternative
. 7:30PM 'Tuesdays
1205 Euclid Ave j43:-03.63
675 Capital Dlvd:
Dols. , Idaho
3-'2·7995
Mon,'· Thurs. 6-9.
Sun ...."-4
. Wednesday, Septe~bed,l; 1983· The UniversIty News. . "
�inion
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Task force needs your input
1\ taskforce established by the Idaho Association of Commerce and Industry is
studying Idaho's colleges and universities for ways to improve the quality of,' higher
education in the state. .
The study has already generated some preliminary recommendations which are
available to the public, Among other things, the task force is recommending to the
state government that tuition replace the current fee system and that standards be
raised'Tor admission to Idaho's four year colleges. Further information about the
preliminary recommendations can he obtained by calling 344-5515. ,
The task force invites comment on proposed improvements in the state's system
of higher education through a series of public meetings. Public input from the
meetings will accompany the task force's recommendations to state leaders.
1\ public meeting is scheduled, in Boise for 7 p.m. September 29 in the Hall of
Mirrors East/West conference room at 700 State SI. Those with ideas to contribute
or questions \0 ask of the task force would be well advised to attend this meeting.
Josephine Jones
Letters. to the editor .
. '.. " :'. .
Lundy responds
Ihave read your opinion of the Sociology
Club's meeting printed in the September 14
University News.
On Friday, September 9, I participated in ,
a meeting of the BSU Sociology Club. I was
asked by a representative of the organi-
zation to speak to the question of why on
September I the Soviets would have shot
down a Korean airliner flying over their
territory. What could be their reasons, their
explanation, their perspective?
I introduced my comments with a
'prepared statement, which in part said:
I think it is important to learn about
Russia and the Russians. We are
fortunate to live in a society where we
can do that. That is why we are here
today.
In addressing the Club's request to
explore a Soviet perspective I summarized
the Soviets own public explanation: point
by point. It was clear I was reporting a
Soviet explanation, not stating an opinion.
!added to their explanation the suggestion
, of a move by the Russian right wing, a
suggestion also made by national media'
coverage. The phenomena of the right wing
in the USSR is a widely discussed issue in
professional journals.
It was a representative of the Sociology
Club who chose from among the many
hands being raised as to who had the floor.
Questions asked and comments made
indicated a broad spectrum of attitudes.
When published opinions of speakers
and meetings are so misrepresented there
will be few people willing to share their
competencies. The educational process
and the university as a forum will be
inhibited by the fear of misrepresentation.
You have misrepresented the meeting of
the Sociology Club. You have mis-
represented the audience, the participants"
my comments and me. You have a
responsibility to all of us to see that the
record is clarified.
Sincerely,
Phoebe Lundy
Associate Professor of History
Korean incident
Dear Miss Jones: I take issue with your
shortsighted presentation of the stimulating
discussion of the Korean airliner issue that
took place at the Sociology Club meeting
on September 9, 1983. Professor Lundy
presented the Soviet response to the
tragedy. She quoted from the Soviet News
Conference of that same morning to inform
her audience and to stimulate discussion.
Two former members of the United States
Air Force, who had spent the last part of
their military careers in the Aleutian Islands
monitoring flights out of Alaska, elaborat-
ed on the various interpretations of the
incident. If you had heard them, you would
know that there could have been in-
advertent pilot error in supplying the
co-ordinates to the electronic equipment
which took the plane off course. These
former officers also offered the possibility
of mistaking the tracer bullets and signals
for shooting stars. This meeting was an
open forum, and Professor Lundy sought
open discussion. If this misrepresentation
continues as The University News' policy,
faculty participation in future forums on
campus is seriously threatened.
The other participant in the discussion
was Mr. Walter Miszczenko, a Boise State
University graduate, who holds a Master of
Arts degree in Soviet history from the
University of Washington. Mr. Miszczenko
is currently and adjunct member of the
department of history at Boise State.
,Miss Jones, you willbe a better editor, if
you know the whole story before writing an
editorial. It also helps your credibility to
spell names correctly.
hypocrisy. ,I am not concerned, with
Lundy's stance on the downing of the
Korean jet because that is her opinion--as
the editorial stresses. What concerns me is
the way in which the editorial seems to
suggest that Lundy's opinion is unworthy
primarily because it is unpopular.
The editorial position of The University
News reflects the decidedly myopic and
egotistical notion that Josephine Jones'
opinion is somehow more valid or more
correct than Lundy's. I was not at the
meeting in question, but if Jones is
concerned that "Lundy's propogandizing
went over with hardly a whimper," then
perhaps Jones should have expressed her
opinion .at the meeting. Is it more
courageous to attack in print rather than in
public?
The most disturbing point of Jones'
. questionable editorial was the final sen-
tence: "Opinionated teachers can get away
with this only as long as we let them." This
rather alarming thought raises several
points: First, if Jones is adverse to opinion
'what possible justification can she give for
her editorial which is, in effect, her
opinion? Second, if opinionated teachers
bother Jones so much, maybe she should
drop out of college because a college
education by definition suggests expanding'
one's horizons beyond the status quo--or
beyond the desks of The University News.
Finally, I suggest that Jones place a mirror
in front of her typewriter while she
dismisses people as "paranoid" or "one-
sided. "
While I may not agree with Jones or
Lundy about the Korean incident, I believe
that they both have a right to their
opinions. I hope The University News and
its editor will acknowledge such rights in
the future.
Dr. P.K.Ourada
Professor of History
Director of Canadian Studies
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced, and preferably no longer
than 500 words. The letters must be
signed and a telephone number provided
for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right
to edit letters for spelling, grammar,
punctuation,length (if the letters exceed
500 words) and content. We reserve the
right to eliminate potentially libelous
statements and material not germane to
the intent of the letter. All efforts will be
made to accurately preserve the content
of the letter.
Meeting distorted
'Concerning Forum or Fan Club: The
effectiveness of an editorial relies on the
ability of the author to express a logical
opinion. Its integrity as a journalistic voice
demand accuracy and insight. Forum or
Fan Club achieves neither of, these stand-
ards.
The meeting to discuss the Korean plane
incident gave concerned people on campus
the chance to listen, learn and express
opinions on an issue of critical importance.
Dr. Lundy moderated the meeting with
sensitivity and fairness. Her willingness to
participate displayed the courage needed to
attempt to shed light on an unpopular view
and demonstrated her dedication to the free
exchange of ideas.- Her clear explanation of
the content of the Russian news conference
was inaccurately identified in the editorial
as the personal opinion of Dr. Lundy's.
-The inability of the editor to recognize
the obvious differences in opinions and
points of view presented at the meeting is
disturbing. The labeling of the entire
audience-as "paranoid" is inexcusable. I
can only hope that this glaring lack of
perception will not discourage members of
the faculty from contributing their time and
expertise to the growth of understanding at
Boise State.
The campus newspaper is funded by the
students. Ms. Jones sidestepped the
opportunity to write a thoughtful analysis
of an important situation. She distorted the
nature and substance of the meeting. I
resent her use of my portion of student fees
to launch a shallow, personal attack on Dr.
Lundy.
There were, indeed, voices who expressed
differing views. As one who has been
known to disagree with Phoebe Lundy I
have nothing but admiration for her
skillful, impartial handling of the question
and answer session. If the views of
Josephine Jones were not expressed, she
had every opportunity to speak. She failed
to open her mouth. Judging by the content
of her editorial, that may well have been the
most intelligent decision she made ali week.
Sincerely,
Mark P. Dunham
Policy' .
Maribeth Connell
Credibility hurt
Your recent condemnation of Phoebe
Lundy was very distrubing and smelled of
~--...;..-..--_..."..-...,....",......,.....-.. ........~~ ................ ~ .......,....",.. .................",.....,..~ .........,
~ BR.ASS J~AMP PIZZA ~
~ 572 Vista -. ~
~ Live Music Wed. and Thurs. ~
~ Good time music with "Joint Effort" ~
~ Fri. and Sat. Wa'de and the Blades from 9:00,1:00 ~
~ Check it Out!! . ~,~~._~_.-.~..,..~..,.. ..,..~__.J
-',..
rJJ" Planned, Parenthood
. 4301 Franklin Rd,
confidential services:.
birth control
oreqncncy tests
counseling & referrals
gynecological, exam
fees based on income/day-a:1deveningdinics
, .
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RENT A WASHER or .DRYER $15 amonthand up
OWNERSHIP
PLAN AVAILABLE
344-5179
1707 Broadway
Also Com Op
uundry [quIp & Suppllts
C'JtompSOItS,INC
CLEARANCE Si\LE
Hoover 3900 Eureka 4500 Kirby' 5900
While They' Last!
SERVICE SPECIAL
VACUUM ClEAN1RS • Completely Clean 5EWINGMACHINE5
$750'''9 2250 .Ch",k AIIWi"ng and
Electncol Conoecnons
• Inspect Becrrnqs
• Service Exposed
"1rnutolor
• I~ ,'~tClearl1ng Brush
• R"'''Jce Bell
e Completely Cleon
'Insp"'t All MOVIng Ports
• Lubncore
eAdlUSI Tensron
e Cht)CkAIl Wifing end ,
Etectncot Connedlon ..e AlIgn Feed-m
. MechanIsm
','~\,'",.' \r~'.,"F, r,,'I",
$950.~2,50fie·
WIth ad thur 10 30 '83
Actif)Jl8r'Sewing
',VCicllumGenter'
7- 7
','
,
Campus
briefs
UCLA professor. to
lecture at BSU
Dr. Edwin Epstein, professor of Business
and Social Policy at the University of
California, Los Angeles, will visit BSU's
College of Business Sept.22-23.
BSU personnel and students are invited
to attend his 'lecture on "Business and
Public Policy" Thursday, September 22 at
3 p.m. in room 207 of the Business
Building.
No art charge
'r'
I. 'VIETNAM'· rliUi:JIit TELECOURSE: ~
AN OUTSTANDING
DOCUMENTARY
THERE IS STILL TIME TO SI.GN UP FOR THE HIGHLY REGARDED
NEW FALL SEMESTER TELECOURSE: HY·297 'VIETNAM: A
TELEVISION HISTORY,' THAT WILL BE OFFERED BY THE BSU
OFFICE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CHANNEL 4 THIS
FALL 'VIETNAM'PROVIDES A FULL RECORD OF THE
CONFLICT, FROM BACKGROUND ON VIETNAM AND ITS
PEOPLE, TO A CHRONOLOGY OF THE PERIOD FROM 1945
. -
1975, WITH AN EXAMINATION OF THE IMPACT OF THE WAR
ON AMERICAN SOCIETY IN THE YEARS WHICH FOLLOWED,
THE PROGRAM WILL BE BROADCAST FROM 9:00· 10:00 p.m. ON'
TUESDAYS, BEGINNING OCTOBER 4, FOR 13 WEEKS.
VIDEOTAPES OF THE PROGRA~AS WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR
REVIEW IN THE CURRICULUM RESOURCE CENTER OF THE BSU
LIBRARY THE BSU INSTRUCTOR IS DR. ROBERT SIMS. ALL
COURSE REQUIREMENTS MAY BE COMPLETED BY MAIL
TEXTBOOKS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE BSU BOOKSTORE.
THE COST FOR THE TWO CREDIT TELECOURSE IS $97.00 FOR
PART.TIME STUDENTS' FULL TIME STUDENTS MAY ADD THE
TELECOURSE WITHOUT-ADDITIONAL CHARGE.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. COME TO THE OFFICE OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION IN -ROOM 247 OF THE BSU LIBRARY,
OR CALL 385·1709. REGISTRATION WILL BE HELD IN ROOM 247
OF THE LIBRA~Y THROUGH OCTOBER 4.
• '.'. ;,; I
.;."
RonsanCo.
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
·T.SHIRTS .TRANSFERS
· CAPS· WINDBREAKERS
·RIBBONS . EMBLEMS
TEAMS-CLUBS. BUSINESS
"GROUP PRICES"
,322·5403 10377 Alliance
"'*-Scile~people'Watit~d"
Read more into your
phone service with
.theCustomer Guide.
Do you want to know how to plug in your own
telephone? Save money on your phone bill? Or
. simply find out how to get the most out of your
phone service, and still stay within your budget? If
you do, then here's some good reading that can help'
you: the Customer Guide, in the front section of
your White Pages directory.
The Customer Guide-is easy to use, easy to
read, and it's filled with the information you need. It
can tell you how to save on local service. What to do
when you're making changes in your home that
could affect your phone. Or what sort of options are
available to make your phone do more for you. And
there's much more.
And of course, if you have any other questions, .-- .---.
the numbers you need to get in touch with us are all
there, too.
So if you want to get more out of your phone
service, turn to the front of the phone book. And let
the Customer Guide show you the way.
Forthewayyo~live.
@
Mountain Bell
· f
. ~l;'
. ,
. ,
Hours:
Weekdays'9:30to 9
Saturday 9 to 7
Sunday 11 to 5
•
II:~:~:..~::..~A\: li~,'
Adult's Crewneck Fleece'~\~
Shirts Our reg. $9.95 799 ~~<~~::.
Sizes XS-XL in navy. royal. white. .;:'..tf':~'
scarlet. maroon. pink. light blue. ~<i'j/,~
oxfordgrey. Style #87897 ;;'~,,;;,~, 1W~1!li:.:-
Youth's Crewneck ~':~-=.c:~~~~
Fleece Shirts
Our reg. $8.95 699
Sizes Sol in navy or ' ...
oxford grey. Style #91897\ / ,:.::
Adult's Fleece \~~.".Sweat Pants
Our reg. $9.95 799
Sizes XS-XL in navy, royal. white.
scarlet. maroon, pink. light blue.
oxford grey. Style #87697 ~'
. • '1"
Youth's Fleece R'"~;'''~
Sweat Pants
O.urreg.~8.95 699 •.
Sizes Sol In navy RU•• ELL'
- ATHLETIC
~j
./
.R'Adult's Hooded
. • Full-Zip Fleece Jacket
_//"-h""" - :~~~I[~~'Our req. $14.95 1299
Sizes XS-XL In navy. royal. white. scarlet,
'" maroon. pink. light blue. lavender. oxfor
grey. Style #87797
Youth's Hooded Full-Zip
Fleece Jacket Our reg. $13.95
1199
SizesS-L in navy or oxford grey.
Adults Hooded
Pullover Fleece Jacket
Our reg. $12.95 1099
Sizes XS-XL in navy. royal.
white. scarlet. maroon. pink.
tiqht blue. lavender. Style #87597
Youth's Hooded Pullover
R Fleece Jacket OurreQ.$11.95999• Sizes Sol in navy and oxford grey. Style
RUSSELL' - . #97587
ATHLETIC
~ •• AU.SELL~
ATHLETIC
Gym Wear & Casual Wear-
Are Best Sellers For Lots Of
Reasons!
- Choose From A Rainbow of Colors I
- Full Athletic Cut for Comfort!
-Long Wearing/Easy-Care Fabrics-Like 50
Poly/50 Cotton Superfleece and Durable.
top Quality Oxford with 12% Rayon!
- Plus ... The Casual Sportstyle
You Love!
Adult's Extra Long Fleece
Sweat Pants
Ourreq.$11.95 999
Sizes M-L in navy and oxford grey.
Style #67297
AU•• ELL~ Adult's Cotton Twill
AT~LETIC Gym Shorts' .
Our reg. $3.95 349
Sizes XS-XL in white, navy, royal, scarlet,
\ '. maroon. gold. black, silver, kelly green.
A Style#54955.' Youth's Cotton Twill Gym Shorts--.....;;;~~~ Our reg. $3.95 299 .
Sizes Sol in white only. Style #94955
RU•• ELL~
ATHLETIC
G''''
RU •• I!LL
ATHLETIC Adult's Oxford Grey T-shirts
Our reg. $3.89 299
Full cut T's come in sizes S-XL. Style
#65503
Adult's Oxford Grey Shimmels
Our req. $3.50 299
In sizes S-XL. Style #12803
Adult's Practice Football
Jerseys
Our req. $8.49
699
Full cut 5Dpoly/50 cotton jerseys come
in sizes XS-M in white only.
Style #10413 R
RU.SELL'
ATHLETIC
219 Main 5804 Fairview
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